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Abstract. Tag clouds are useful means for navigation in the social web
systems. Usually the systems implement the tag cloud generation based
on tag popularity which is not always the best method. In this paper
we propose methodologies on how to combine clustering into the tag
cloud generation to improve coverage and overlap. We study several clus-
tering algorithms to generate tag clouds. We show that by extending
cloud generation based on tag popularity with clustering we slightly im-
prove coverage. We also show that if the cloud is generated by clustering
independently of the tag popularity baseline we minimize overlap and
increase coverage. In the first case we therefore provide more items for a
user to explore. In the second case we provide more diverse items for a
user to explore. We experiment with the methodologies on two different
datasets: Delicious and Bibsonomy. The methodologies perform slightly
better on bibsonomy due to its specific focus. The best performing is the
hierarchical clustering.

1 Introduction

Tags are textual labels users use in social web sites, such as Flickr, Technorati
and del.icio.us, for annotating information resources. They can be assigned freely
to these resources to help remind a user of the intended meaning to him or her.
Tags are also typically aggregated by social web sites into tag clouds. These are
visual elements that highlight certain tags by different users, assisting them in
the navigation of the web site [14, 19]. However, the tags in the tag clouds are
mostly presented alphabetically, with their font size weighted according to their
frequency. These popularity based tag clouds [21,19,6] have at least the following
limitations:

– First, syntactical variations of tags i.e., typos, singular and plural forms and
compounded tags that share the same semantical meaning are not addressed.
Therefore, the coverage of a tag cloud is lower as syntactically different tags
are not aggregated.

– Moreover, a tag cloud can contain syntactical variations of the same tag
which leads to redundancy.
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– Finally, the most popular tags typically have a broader meaning, covering
redundantly a certain set of documents which results into a low diversity
of tags.

To address these limitations and attempt to improve the quality of tag clouds, we
experiment with different clustering techniques. Due to the resource demanding
nature of quality assessment of tag clouds performed by users, [23] introduced
synthetic measures of quality based on tag cloud properties, such as coverage and
overlap. Coverage measures a proportion of documents tagged with a particular
tag with respect to the all considered documents. The overlap is a measure which
captures to which extent different tags considered in comparison are associated
the same resources and what is the proportion of the same resources with respect
to all considered resources. In our previous paper [4] we have already shown
that a specific kind of clustering, spectral clustering, has an effect on tag cloud
generation and on its properties such as coverage, relevance, and overlap.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

– We propose two new methodologies on how to integrate clustering into tag
cloud generation methods, further improving coverage and overlap.

– Within the second methodology, we compare four different clustering algo-
rithms and show that the hierarchical clustering performs the best.

– We introduce a new synthetic metric - chained coverage - which combines
coverage and overlap together.

We experiment on two different datasets, Delicious and Bibsonomy. The first one
is a general purpose collaborative resource tagging system. The second one is a
specific tagging system for scientific literature. We show that on the Delicious
dataset, the hierarchical clustering algorithm obtained a 12.4% improvement on
coverage over the second best performing algorithm we tested.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 positions our
work with respect to related findings in the literature. Section 3 provides a back-
ground on clustering techniques we are embedding in the studied methodologies.
Section 4 describes our contribution in two methodologies we have designed for
the generation of tag clouds. Section 5 describes experimental set up and re-
sults which we gained from the experiments. Section 6 summarizes the paper
achievements and roadmap to future work.

2 Related Work

Research on tag clouds has concentrated on methods for rendering and presen-
tation aspects [2, 19]. In [19], the authors perform a number of experiments to
assess the effects of semantic versus alphabetical and random arrangements of
tags in tag clouds. The outcome shows that clustered tag clouds can provide
improvements over random layouts in specific search tasks and that they tend
to increase the attention toward tags in small fonts compared to other layouts.
They also claim that tag cloud layout does not seem to influence the ability
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to remember tags. Our focus is different. We decouple the presentation aspects
from the selection of tags for the tag clouds generation. We study and apply
clustering but we experiment with methodologies on how to combine clustering
into the process of selection and generation of the tag cloud and not only in its
rendering process. By doing so we enable a combination of different methods for
tag selection generation and tag cloud rendering.

Random and alphabetical ordering of tags in a tag cloud was tested in [6].
Hierarchical browsing [15] looks at how to structure the layout of a tag cloud.
Studies on the font size, weight, intensity and position of tags in the cloud are
studied in [3, 11, 18]. In this paper we study the selection of tags for tag cloud
generation. We implement a popularity and coverage based visualization method
which renders the tag cloud as one approach and not as a main goal of research.
However, the aforementioned approaches can be utilized for presentation of tags
selected for a tag cloud in our approach as well.

Sinclair et al. [21] consider tag clouds as useful retrieval interface when a user’s
searching task is not specific. In order to build the tag cloud, their approach
results in displaying the top 70 most-used tags in the database. The size of each
tag in the cloud is proportional to the log of its frequency, which follow a power
law distribution. In our work, 8 tag clouds varying in number of tags enclosed
are tested. We try to find out which number of tags in the tag cloud improved
the tag cloud properties the most, which is a new findings in comparison to [21].
Further, although the size of each tag is not considered for rendering purposes,
the tag relevancy is calculated and determined by its popularity in the corpus,
i.e. the most frequent tags are more relevant over the less popular ones. We
extend the popularity/usage based approaches for tag selection with clustering
and as we also show in experiments with improvements.

[20] the authors deal with tag redundancy and ambiguity through a hierarchi-
cal agglomerative clustering of tags for recommendations. Hierarchical clustering
is studied in our work as well as is the tag redundancy in the syntactical pre-
clustering using the Levenhstein distance. However, the focus and end product
is different from the work of [20], as is the methodology where we apply the
clustering.

[23] proposes different tags selection algorithms for tag clouds. Our method
differ in the way the selection is performed. [23] do not apply clustering. Our
objective function for computing clusters and representative tags for the tag
clouds in the second methodology also differ. As a result, our generated tag
clouds result in a more diverse tags thus a user can explore and browse more
topics from the generated tag cloud.

[7,4] propose to group semantically related tags and depict them in a tag cloud
near by with similar color. Such approach provides better orientation in the tag
cloud as related tags can be easier identified by users. Tags are clustered based
on their co-occurrences. Similarly, our proposed tag cloud generation method
also groups similar tags. However, our approach is more robust as syntactically
similar tags are firstly pre-clustered (grouping singular, plural or misspellings of
tags) similarly as proposed in [22]. It leads to tag space reduction as resulted tag
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cloud does not contain syntactically similar tags. In the second phase, tags are
similarly clustered based on tags co-occurrences but our proposed approach also
considers retrieved semantic distances from WordNet dictionary if available.

[12] benefit from ”syntagmatic” relations based on co-occurrences similarity
and subsequent clustering to generate semantically enhanced tag cloud. The
elementary tasks of their approach are the calculation of tag similarities and
subsequent clustering. Our work differs, first methodologically as a combination
of clustering and popularity, and second as a study to find out which clustering
approach performs the best.

3 Clustering Techniques

In the following section, we present several clustering techniques that are uti-
lized in the process of tag cloud generation. Firstly, we introduce syntactical
pre-clustering based on Levenhstein distance. Then, we present three differ-
ent clustering techniques. The first two proposed approaches(Correlated Feature
Hashing and Complete linkage hierarchical clustering) cluster tags according to
their co-occurrence based similarities. The third (K-means) algorithm considers
each tag from a tag space as feature vector. These techniques were proposed and
described in [16].

3.1 Syntactical Pre-clustering

Syntactical pre-clustering filters out items with typographical misspellings un-
necessary plural and singular forms of the same item and also compounded items
from two different terms connected with some separator. These redundant items
would occupy an item set unnecessarily as they would have the same seman-
tical meaning. Levenhstein distance is first computed for each term pair from
the initial term space. The distance between two terms measures the number of
required changes (substitution, insertion and deletion of a character are allowed
operations) to transform one term into another. We justify its use because it
attains significantly better results than Hamming distance as shown in [5].

3.2 Correlated Feature Hashing

We propose to reduce a tag space with hashing function that is similar to the
proposed technique in [1] where authors successfully reduced dictionary size by
utilizing hashing. The idea is to share and group tags with similar meaning.

We sort the tags used within the system according to the frequency of usage
such that t1 is the most frequent tag and tT is the least frequent. For each tag
ti ∈ 1, . . . , T is calculated DICE coefficient with respect to each tag tj ∈ 1, . . . ,K
among the top K most frequent tags. The DICE coefficient is defined as:

DICE(ti, tj) =
2.cocr(ti, tj)

ocr(ti) + ocr(tj)
(1)
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where cocr(ti, tj) denotes the number of co-occurrences for tags ti and tj , ocr(ti)
and ocr(tj) is the total number of tag ti and tj assignments respectively. For
each tag ti, we sort the K scores in descending order such that Sp(ti) ∈ 1, . . . ,K
represents the tag of the p-th largest DICE score DICE(ti, Sp(ti)). We can then
use hash kernel approximation defined as:

Φ̄tj (x) =
∑

ti∈T :h(ti)=tj

Φti(x) (2)

and given by a hash function:

h(ti) = S1(ti) (3)

The described approach is replacing each tag ti with the tag S1(ti). We have
reduced tag space from all T tags to the K most frequent tags.

3.3 Complete Linkage Hierarchical Clustering

In the second approach we utilize Complete linkage agglomerative hierarchical
clustering technique [10]. In the beginning, each entry that should be clustered
is considered as single cluster. For each cluster is computed Dice similarity (see
Formula 1) with all other clusters. The cluster with the highest similarity to
the considered cluster is merged with the cluster. When clusters contain more
tags, the lowest similarity between two tags from those clusters is considered
for the merging step. The aggregation of clusters repeats until the single cluster
is obtained. The final clustering structure is denoted also as dendrogram. The
required number of clusters is obtained by cutting a dendrogram at a certain
level such that a given number of clusters is obtained.

3.4 K-means

The following clustering technique differs from the previous in such a way that
each tag is expressed in n-dimensional vector space where the i-th dimension
corresponds to the i-th item resi (in a similar way as in [17, 9]).

We denote T = {t1, t2 . . . , t|T |} as the set of all distinct tags that are clustered
and R = {res1, res2 . . . resn} the set of all items that are tagged with tags from
T . Let f(t, resi) be equal to a frequency of a tag t assigned to item resi otherwise
it is equal to 0. Then, the vector representation of tag t is:

t = (f(t, res1), f(t, res2), . . . , f(t, resn)) (4)

Once, tags from T are expressed as n-dimensional vectors, we proceed with the
cluster analysis. The K-means is a simple well known clustering technique that
groups objects from a given set into k clusters (given a priori). The clustering of
a tag space with the K-means algorithm is computed as follows:
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1. Each tag from a tag space T is expressed as n-dimensional vector. According
to the size of the tag space and user requirements an amount of clusters is
set to k.

2. It randomly places k centroids such that a distance from each other is max-
imized.

3. Each tag from the tag space is bound to the nearest centroid.
4. New centroids are computed as the mean value of tags vectors grouped with a

given centroid. It continues with the step 3, until new centroids are identical
with the centroids from the previous iteration.

We obtained k disjoint clusters of tags so we can proceed with the selection of
tags for the tag cloud generation. The results of K-means algorithm depend on
used distance measure - we exploit only Cosine distance as it attains the best
results [16].

4 Methodologies for Improved Tag Cloud Generation
with Clustering

In this section, we present common metrics that measure different aspects of a
tag cloud. Next, we introduce our two methodologies for tag cloud generation
that attempts to improve the tag clouds according to the presented metrics.

4.1 Tag Cloud Metrics

The quality of tag clouds is usually assessed by the users that subjectively rate
the structure and arrangement of tags in the cloud. However, such users based
assessments are expensive and hardly available. To overcome this limitation, we
use synthetic metrics for evaluation of different aspects of a generated tag cloud.
Such metrics allow to measure the quality of tag clouds and, as a consequence,
various tag selection algorithms can be utilized to maximize considered metrics.
In this work, we consider 2 well-known metrics, coverage and overlap, introduced
in [23]. Furthermore, we introduce a new metric chained coverage which is uti-
lized in the proposed methodologies. For the following definitions consider D as
a set of exiting documents, T as the whole set of existing tags and Dt as the set
of documents assigned to a tag t ∈ T .

The first metric is coverage, defined as:

Coverage(t) =
|Dt|
|Da| , (5)

where |Dt| is the number of documents assigned to a tag t and |Da| is the number
of all documents that are considered during a tag cloud generation process. The
metric ranges between 0 and 1. When a coverage for a particular tag t is close to
1, the majority of considered documents was annotated with a tag t. We utilize
this metric during the selection process to maximize number of documents that
can be accessed directly by exploring a tag cloud.
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Overlap of Tc: Different tags in Tc may be assigned with the same item in
DTc . The overlap metric captures the extent of such redundancy. Thus, given
ti ∈ Tc and tj ∈ Tc, we define the overlap over(Tc) of Tc as:

Overlap(Tc) = avgti �=tj

|Dti ∩Dtj |
min{|Dti |, |Dtj |}

, (6)

If over(Tc) is close to 0, then the intersections of documents annotated by de-
picted tags are small and such tag clouds are more diverse.

There exist different selection techniques that try to optimize a given met-
rics which result into enriched tag clouds. In this work, we propose two new
methodologies that improve introduced metrics. Furthermore, we introduce a
new metric chained coverage that captures how many documents are covered by
a considered tag given that documents covered by previously selected tags are
not considered. This metric combines coverage and overlap altogether and pro-
vides simpler decision-making during the tag selection for the tag cloud. Chained
coverage is given as:

Chained coverage(t|Ts) =
|Dt \DTs |

|Da| , (7)

where DTs is a set of documents covered by previously selected tags Ts. The
proposed metric can be understood as combination of the classical coverage with
the zero overlap with the respect to the previously selected tags. We assume that
the diversity of the tag cloud is desired property as users are not interested in
retrieving redundant documents covered by different tags. Therefore, the goal is
to maximize a chained coverage of each tag used for the tag cloud generation.
The metric simplifies a selection process of tags as instead of optimizing two
independent metrics i.e., coverage and overlap we maximize only the chained
coverage.

4.2 Syntactical Pre-clustering of Tags

Social tagging systems collect heterogeneous tags assigned by the users to the
resources of the system. Tags in these systems can have the same semantical
meaning however they are syntactically different i.e., typos, singular and plural
forms and compounded tags. For example, when we look at the 20 most frequent
tags of Delicious dataset (introduced in Section 5) and identified that they have
at least 6 and at most 20 different syntactical alternatives in the whole tag space
are present. Tags like Web design, web-design, webDesign or *webdesign can be
aggregated and represented only with the most frequent tag webdesign.

To remove from the tag cloud syntactically different tags with the same seman-
tical meaning, we propose a methodology that aggregates syntactically similar
tags into clusters. In the tag cloud generation process, obtained clusters can
be represented only with the most frequent tag which can have the following
benefits:
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– The coverage of the depicted tag in the tag cloud improve as it covers all
documents annotated with the syntactically different tags from the given
cluster

– Generated tag cloud does not contain syntactical variations of the same term
as only the most frequent tag from each cluster is considered. Therefore, it
allows to create a more diverse tag cloud, i.e., lower overlap between depicted
tags.

In our method, syntactical pre-clustering introduced in Section 3.1 is used in
the following manner. Levenhstein distance is first computed for each tag pair
from the initial tag space. The edit distance between two tags measures the
number of required changes (substitution, insertion and deletion of a character
are allowed operations) to transform one tag into another. We justify its use
because it attains significantly better results than Hamming distance as shown
in [5].

Once, an edit distance is calculated, the tag space is divided into clusters.
Each group contains only tags where the Levenhstein distance is equal or lower
than a defined threshold (a number of maximum changes to transform a tag from
the tag pair into a second tag). Then, the most frequent tag for each cluster is
selected and is used in all further computations. It represents all other tags from
a considered cluster.

In the end, our goal is that syntactical pre-clustering will affect the structure
of the generated tag cloud in the sense that depicted tags are semantically more
diverse.

4.3 Improving Coverage and Diversity of Tag Clouds with
Clustering

The second methodology aggregates semantically related tags into a disjoint
group. Each cluster can be perceived as a latent topic described with the related
tags. The goal of cluster analysis is to cover all available topics in the tag space
and as a consequence map it into a generated tag cloud to achieve maximal
diversity of depicted tags. The methodology is motivated due to the drawback
of the usual approach (denoted also as a baseline approach) where only the most
frequent tags are considered. The selection of the most popular tags results
into a tag cloud with terms that have too broad meaning. Therefore, depicted
tags cover redundantly a certain set of documents i.e, the overlap of such tag
cloud is unnecessary high. For instance a tag cloud generated from the top-25
most frequent tags from Bibsonomy dataset [13] contains tags as public, video,
Media, books, blog or search. Obviously, such tags have general meaning or no
information value for users. Moreover, often are assigned to the documents in
combination with other frequent tags. The possible solution is to minimize a
number of tags with the general meaning and additionally select popular but
more specific tags as the objective is to preserve the coverage and minimize
overlap of the tag cloud.

The aforementioned drawbacks of tag clouds generated from the most pop-
ular tags are addressed with the combination of cluster analysis of tags and
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maximization of the introduced metric – chained coverage. The former one pro-
vides basis for a diversity of a generated tag cloud by assuring that all latent
topics within the tag space are captured. The latter one suppresses tags with the
general meaning and instead selects popular but specific tags. The maximization
of the chained coverage promotes (specific) tags with the high coverage of not
yet covered documents by previously selected tags. On the other hand frequent
tags with low chained coverage (general meaning) are omitted.

We explore different approaches of tags selection from the created clusters.
The method based on selecting one tag with the highest coverage from each
cluster generates more diverse tag clouds. However, the coverage is lower or
comparable to the baseline approach as the chained coverage of generated clus-
ters follows a power law distribution. Thus, majority of clusters belong to the
long tail of such distribution.

Therefore, we propose a technique (see Algorithm 1) that selects tags propor-
tionaly from each cluster. The provided tags are syntactically grouped and sub-
sequently semantically clustered by one of the introduced clustering technique.
The number of clusters is equal to the tag cloud size. The obtained clusters are
sorted by chained coverage in descending order. The chained coverage of each
cluster is given by previously explored clusters starting from cluster with the
highest coverage. The method computes the number of tags to be selected from
the cluster based on the chained coverage of a given cluster given the tag cloud
size. From each cluster is selected a number of tags with the highest chained
coverage. The goal is to cover a given cluster as good as possible in terms of
coverage and overlap. The selection based on maximization of chained coverage
satisfies such requirements. The method terminates when the number of selected
tags is equal to the tag cloud size.

4.4 Tag Cloud Generation

Once, the tags are selected according to our proposed methodologies, they
are depicted in the tag cloud. Semantically related tags from the same clus-
ter are displayed with the same color which is specific for each cluster. Such tags
are also located near each other and it allows to explore tags in more convenient
way. Location and particular color of tags from the identical cluster results into a
tag cloud which is semantically structured and as was shown in [8]. This presen-
tation structure differs from the most common visualization of tag clouds where
tags are alphabetically sorted. It allows to differentiate main topics in the tag
cloud and also users can perceive and notice semantic relations between tags in
neighbourhood [8]. Moreover, it helps to understand connections between tags,
for example, tags cucumber and Spain are hardly interpretable in alphabetically
sorted tag cloud. However, if they are depicted together with the tag E.coli a
user can easily assume that these tags are related to E.coli outbreak.

Personalized Tag Cloud Generation: Another benefit of performed cluster
analysis is a possibility to generate personalized tag clouds. Such tag cloud is an
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Input: tags, tagCloudSize
Output: selectedTags
tags ← syntacticalClustering(tags);1

clusters ← semanticalClustering(tags,tagCloudSize);2

clusters ← sortClustersByChainedCoverage(clusters);3

foreach cluster in clusters do4

tagsToSelect ← cluster.chainedCoverage(exploredClusters) · tagCloudSize5

for i=1 to tagsToSelect do6

foreach tag in cluster do7

if tag.chainedCoverage(selectedTags) is highest in the cluster then8

if tag.chainedCoverage(selectedTags) > threshold then9

selectedTags ← selectedTags + tag;10

end11

end12

end13

if size of selectedTags > tagCloudSize then14

return [selectedTags]15

end16

exploredClusters ← exploredClusters + cluster;17

end18

Algorithm 1. The methodology for tag cloud generation

adapted version of the above-mentioned general tag cloud model. User’s prefer-
ences are incorporated into the tag cloud such that tags related to user’s tags
are preferred over others. The selection of similar tags is performed by retrieving
tags from the clusters that contain at least one of the user’s tags. However, in
this work we do not evaluate proposed methodologies on the personalized tag
clouds.

5 Experiments

We investigate the improvements of the proposed methodologies in terms of cov-
erage and overlap of generated tag clouds. The proposed techniques are evaluated
on the BibSonomy dataset [13] and the snapshot of Delicious dataset which con-
sists of bookmarking activity on www.delicious.com from 8th till 16th of Septem-
ber 2009. Bibsonomy dataset contains 5794 distinct users, 802045 items and
204850 tags. The total number of tagging posts is 2555080. The snapshot of De-
licious dataset contains 187359 users, 185401 unique tags and 355525 bookmarks.
The total number of tagging posts is 2046868. The evaluation is conducted on
the above-described datasets as they represent the most popular collaborative
tagging systems of Web nowadays.

All the experiments are conducted on Ubuntu Server 11.10 64-bit operating
system running on Intel Xeon X3460 CPU 2.8GHz with 8 GB RAM. The tag
cloud generation methodologies and clustering techniques are implemented in
Java 6 and source code and all results are available on our website1.
1 http://people.cs.aau.dk/~mleginus/icwe2012/

http://people.cs.aau.dk/~mleginus/icwe2012/
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Fig. 1. Coverage and overlap results for baseline (red) and pre-clustering (black) meth-
ods and their corresponding logarithmic fit

5.1 Syntactical Pre-clustering of Tags

Table 1 summarizes the mean values of both methods in both datasets in terms
of coverage and overlap. Results show that the coverage of the syntactical pre-
clustering of tags is better than the baseline on the two datasets we tested.
Coverage had a 5% (5079 documents) increase on BiSonomy dataset and 3.5%
(3072 documents) increase on Delicious. Overlap, on the other hand, had similar
results. Pre-clustering on BibSonomy had slightly higher mean but the values
were practically the same on Delicious. One explanation but the higher means on

Table 1. Mean values of coverage and overlap for the baseline and syntactical pre-
clustering methods on BibSonomy and Delicious datasets

Coverage Overlap

Dataset Baseline Pre-Clustering Baseline Pre-Clustering
BibSonomy 0.586 0.616 0.022 0.025
Delicious 0.776 0.803 0.059 0.060

Delicious is the different nature of both datasets. BibSonomy is a more specific
dataset, containing domain-specific tags. Delicious, on the other hand, is used
by a wider variety of users on different domains.

Next, we looked at how the two methodologies perform as a function of the
number of tags in the tag cloud. Figure 1 shows these results. In both methods,
as number of tags increases, coverage and overlap improves in a logarithmic
fashion. In fact, the logarithmic curve fits almost perfectly (R-square > 0.98,
p-value < 0.001) in all cases. That means that coverage and overlap improve
significantly after tag clouds with 75 tags but then stabilizes. Note that coverage
of the syntactical pre-clustering improves over the baseline as the number of
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tags increase. This is specially the case in the BibSonomy dataset. In the case of
overlap, the values stay almost identical on the Delicious dataset. On BibSonomy,
overlap is worse with the pre-clustering method for tag clouds with few tags but
improves as the number of tags increase.

Overall, these results indicate that by using the pre-clustering method, cover-
age of tag clouds improve. We consider it positive to note that overlap remains
similar to the baseline as the number of tags in the tag cloud increases. This
indicates a solid improvement of the coverage of the tag clouds generated.

5.2 Improving Coverage and Diversity of Tag Clouds with
Clustering

We compare the proposed methodology with the baseline algorithm on both
datasets. In this work, the tag cloud generation considers the whole tag space
and all available resources of the social tagging systems. However, the generated
tag cloud consists from at most 200 tags and not frequent tags can be omitted.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we prune considered datasets. The eval-
uated methods utilize tags that were assigned by users at least 50 times and
related documents that were annotated at least 5 times. For both techniques,
we iteratively increase a number of tags in the tag cloud starting with 25 till
200 tags with the step 25. The results are presented in the following Figure. 2.
The proposed methodology improves the coverage on both datasets. Similarly,
the overlap of generated tag clouds is decreased. The best performing clustering
technique is hierarchical clustering which computes a tag pairs co-occurrences.
The obtained clusters consist of semantically related tags and as consequence
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Fig. 2. Improvements of coverage and overlap on Bibsonomy and Delicious datasets
with different clustering techniques and their corresponding logarithmic fit
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a tag space is uniformly covered by these clusters. Feature hashing improves
metrics insignificantly in comparison to the baseline method. The drawback of
this clustering method is that aggregates all tags to the top-k most frequent
tags which can be considered as centroids of generated clusters. The most fre-
quent tags are often semantically similar and it negatively affects the structure
of obtained clusters. K-means clustering represents each tag as a feature vector.
and the size of features is number of documents. As the number of features is
enormous, the computation of distances between tags results into a creation of
clusters with semantically not related tags. Another drawback is the random
placement of the initial centroids of clusters that significantly affects a final
structure of clusters.

In average, the proposed methodology improves the coverage with 12.4% on
Delicious and 3.01% on Bibsonomy dataset. The improvements of coverage can
be expressed also with the number of additionally covered documents. The tag
clouds generated by the methodology cover additional 2794 documents on De-
licious and 56508 documents on Bibsonomy. The diversity of tag clouds is also
improved which can be observed by decreased overlap

The average improvements are presented in the following Tables 2 and 3.
The main reason of improvements is the introduced maximization of chained

Table 2. Mean values of coverage for the baseline and different clustering methods on
BibSonomy and Delicious datasets

Coverage

Dataset Baseline K-means Hierarchical Feature hashing
BibSonomy 0.6285 0.6756 0.7064 0.6741
Delicious 0.8112 0.8139 0.8362 0.8171

Table 3. Mean values of overlap for the baseline and different clustering methods on
BibSonomy and Delicious datasets

Overlap

Dataset Baseline K-means Hierarchical Feature hashing
BibSonomy 0.0245 0.0194 0.0185 0.0204
Delicious 0.0731 0.0543 0.0637 0.0631

coverage. The metric significantly simplifies the selection process of tags for the
tag cloud as it maximizes coverage and minimizes overlap of generated tag cloud
altogether. The overall coverage is equal to the chained coverage of the whole
tag cloud. Therefore, the presentation of the chained coverage is unnecessary
however, it is a core factor of achieved improvements.

Although the experiments were carried out using the Delicious and Bibson-
omy dataset, other datasets should be also evaluated. Statistical properties of
each dataset differ therefore, we assume that our methods could be succesfully
aplied on other folksonomy based datasets. However, this needs to be empirically
proved.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose two different methodologies for an enhanced tag cloud
generation. The former one improves the coverage of the tag clouds by aggrega-
tion of syntactically similar tags. Moreover, it prohibits a depiction of the syn-
tactically similar tags and as a consequence additional tags can be selected for
the generated tag cloud. It results into more diverse structure of the tag clouds.
The latter methodology improves coverage and decreases overlap of tag clouds.
Introduced metric – chained coverage simplifies a selection process and the opti-
mization of coverage and overlap is straightforward. The utilization of clustering
techniques allow to divide the tag space into disjoint groups which allows to
select more diverse tags from the obtained clusters. The best improvements are
attained with hierarchical clustering that computes tag pairs co-occurrences and
produces the most reasonable clusters. The proposed methodology produces tag
clouds that cover As a future work we intend to explore possible new metrics
that would incorporate well-known metrics altogether and in a such way simplify
a selection process of tags.
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